Free Text Response – Shaftesbury, Melbury Abbas & Cann Questionnaire
Q28a Historic Environments - Additional Areas to be Protected
1
2

"The Slopes" should include land off A350.
Breach common has become dilapidated scrub.
The commons should be stripped of their commons rights and action taken to restore the
common.
*It depends what is really meant by "enhancement" - this is not made clear. Maintained - yes, all
areas*

3
4

The car park at the top of Spreadeagle Hill, and the car park at Win Green, could do with bins for
dog waste. And it would be good to restrict motor cycles and 4 wheel drive vehicles from
destroying the Ox Drove
LEAVE OPEN SPACES AS THEY ARE

5
6
7

A gravity 'railway' to St James from Abbey Walk. (no power needed)
Areas to be protected. Wincombe Lane - should NOT be developed. No more houses.
(unsold/unwanted)
a lot of what we have does not need improving
Access to tracks and walks in the surrounding countryside

8

After toilets
Lorry ban
Crossings for elderly and push chairs etc.

23

All AONBs.
Views from and into town (slopes). Policy should be reviewed.
Regulations in conservation areas need better control.
Protect all stone walls - they are important feature of Shaftesbury.
All country areas. The magic of Shaftesbury is its beautiful surrounding countryside.
ALL EXISTING OPEN SPACES
All green & open spaces, trees & hedges, green corridors, wildlife habitats & road verges.
Castle Hill Green needs "Town Green" status & should be kept car-free.
All green areas surrounding Shaftesbury, particularly area behind Blackmore Road, unspoilt vale
territory which is 'green field' and a sacrilege to build more lego houses on.
ALL green field sites
all green spaces
All green spaces around Shaftesbury
All need sensitive planning - if at all.
(The last "enhancement" of town centre was a disaster)
All of Melbury and East Melbury and Cann.
We DO NOT want Bypass to ruin AONB!! Save our beautiful countryside!
All of the areas mentioned in Q28 are naturally of great beauty or charm and do not need
enhancing
All open spaces within the Town Centre all new developments to put in open areas before they
are allowed to build.
All parks and open spaces
All playgrounds and recreational green spaces.
ALL SURROUNDING GREEN BELT FOR LOCALS, RAMBLING DOG WALKING VISITORS TO
ENJOY NO HOUSES

24
25
26
27
28
29

All the ancient historical elements should be researched and where possible the unique
background of Shaftesbury and its historical personages should be promoted and places
protected to the maximum
all the existing needs to be protected, just build on what we have and sympathetically.
All the surrounding countryside. Appalling litter problem on Zig zags which is tourist entry to town.
All the views
ALLOTMENTS
allotments and community gardens/projects

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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30
31
32

allotments and Shaftesbury home grown
community garden projects
Allotments to be protected
allotments to be protected

43

Answer to Q28 - Enhance?
We might save some of the remaining common ground - towards Guy's Marsh for example. Many
have gone already.
Any enhancement must obtain approval of the population unlike the 2000 enhancement which
was done without local support and is a total failure.
Appearance of all main approaches to the town to make them inviting and high quality, NOT huge
neon signs for fast food outlets (as at present) such as at Ivy Cross/A350
Area at Littledown opposite Wincombe Business Park
Area of old Abbey ponds
area to east of c13 and southof a30- is at c13 and a30 junction by st dennis' carehome.
Areas adjoining AONB just across the Wiltshire border must be protected as they add value to the
AONB
Areas outside Abbey could be made more attractive with 1 less traffic 2 less litter 3 ice cream or
small cafe
At the end of every dog lead there is a member of the electorate. ensure we have room to move
whether or not we are responsible owners who clean up.
Barton Hill field should be protected and not developed.
Barton Hill playing area needs improvement and possibly tennis courts installed nest to the bowls
club.

44

Be careful when protecting trees as mature woodland needs to be actively managed. Tree
owners should be helped and encouraged to replace old trees that have reached the end of their
life with new trees.

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57

Bell Street, Bimport, High Street, Gold Hill, & St James street should be protected from modern
intrusions, especially from infrastructure additions such as poles, modern street lights, and
signage that is not necessary. Tarmac should be removed from Park Walk & replaced with
planted areas & traditional paving.
Blackmore Vale views.
Blackmore Vale views.
BLUE BELL COPSE EITHER SIDE OF 350 GOING DOWN HART HILL
Boundaries around new housing development. Wooded park land for recreation and screening,
particularly around the eastern development
Breach Common -footpath is a disgrace, area is overgrown with brambles and balsam.
Breach common needs restoring to its original look as in 1970s. less trees, more grass area + less
brambles + paths need updating like Castle Hill
Cant we do something about those awful pink stones/cobbles in High Street. They look awful,
plus if pedestrians are supposed to have a priority the vehicles don't know or don't care. Any
chance of losing the green between cobbles of Gold Hill? Our biggest asset looks like it is
neglected.
Castle Hill could be made much more of an attraction - get archaeology digs - Castle mockup noticeboards etc. The new footpath is brilliant - we now need more done!
Castle Hill Green is threatened by the removal of trees around the new development. Please
make sure these trees continue to be protected.
CHURH HILL DONKEY FIELD/ORCHARD, ALLOTMENT AT ENMORE GREEN PLAYING FIELD
, BELOW CASTLE HILL ST JAMES AREA , GREEN AREAS ON CHRISTIES LANE
Circular walk - Park Walk - Castle Hill
Clear the slopes of Park Walk & Castle of scrubby, self-seeded trees and weeds to allow the
views to be enjoyed
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76

Comment of Q28: Doy you mean 'don't spoil it'. It doesn't need enhancing.
<br />
The wilderness.
Commons and open spaces
considers castle hill, castle hill green and park walk to be adequate.
continue to maintain the garden etc and the town walk
poss. add water feature - improve playing field.
Could do with some more seats in the park rear of breach lane.
Countryside presently being degraded by 'Trusts' who have unsustainable grazing practices which
discourage visitors..
Countryside presently being degraded by 'Trusts' who have unsustainable grazing practices which
discourage visitors..
Cut the trees down obscuring the view from Park Walk and attend to the slopes.
Depends on meaning of "Enhancement" any "enhancement" must be financially sustainable over
the long term.
Depends what you mean by enhanced. Do you mean urbanisation?
Dinahs Hollow
Dinahs Hollow - no to DCC's current proposal; no access for HGVs
Dinah's Hollow - trees should remain and be protected.
DINAH'S HOLLOW and similar areas important to heritage and wildlife
Dinah's Hollow C13
Dinah's Hollow must be protected, it is an important road for tourists, it is a beautiful wildlife habitat
and an ancient hollow.
Dinahs Hollow on C13
Dinah's hollow, an ancient Hollow Way.
Melbury Beacon.
Dinahs Hollow, Melbury Abbas. It is one of the main routes into Shaftesbury of ancient standing
and must be retained at all costs

77

Dinah's Hollow
All green field areas
Out countryside

78

Dinah's Hollow
Zig Zag Hill
Bimport
St James Street
Gold Hill

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

85

Dinah's Hollow
Zig Zag Hill
Bimport and St James
Gold Hill
Do NOT relocate the Monument at Castle Hill
Do not site the Monument on Castle Hill
Does q28 mean protected and preserved and managed. If so I strongly agree with the question.
However 'enhancement' should not go beyond improving visitors and sympathetic access
Doesn't necessarily need to be enhanced just protected.
Dog poo is a big problem!
Dog walking field between Shaftesbury and Cann.
Amazing wildlife - owls, grass snakes, buzzards, deer, foxes, badgers, rabbits, voles, field mice.

86

Donkey field/orchard in Enmore Green
St James area
Breach Common

79
80
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82
83
84
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88
89
90
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93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

109
110
111
112

113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Don't build on acres of outstanding natural beauty. We rely on tourism and mustn't damage the
unique beauty of our town and surrounding villages/land.
Don't spoil Castle Hill with enhancements. Just keep paths and steps etc in good order (as done
recently - well done). The slopes should have an access path going though and along them.
Don't understand what "enhanced" means in this context. I want the areas listed protected and
not interfered with.
Enhance Castle Hill by siting of rifles monument - this will attract more visitors to the town
'Enhanced' is a leading word and could either mean 'improve' or 'destroy' - depending who writes
the brief. The quality of information provided in this survey is extremely poor.
Enhancement is not synonymous with protection - protection may preclude enhancement
Enmore Green
ENMORE GREEN & the area below CASTLE HILLGREEN.
Entrance routes into the town - to be enhanced so that the route into the town from whatever
direction entices the visitor to explore further.
Existing agricultural land surrounding Shaftesbury. Shaftesbury is described as a small market
town and that is how we would like to keep it.
fields to north of town!
FOOTBALL CLUB + OPEN SPACES ie COCKRAMS + BARTON HILL + CHURCH YARD TO
THE SOUTH OF CASTLE HILL (WHERE THE OLD CASTLE WAS)
Football club and playground
footpaths
Footpaths (better upkeep and signs) - that take you from the town into the countryside. There are
some lovely walks that seem to be increasingly obstructed by land owners
Footpaths on town boundaries require surface re-inforcement as more walkers forced to fewer
pathways by housing development. Mud bath at present.
For enhancement read urbanisation. Less is more... The town is being ruined.
Get rid of the tree huggers, so that irresponsible tree listing can be abolished.
Gold Hill
Gold Hill
Gold Hill
Gold Hill - must be kept exactly as it is but clean the cobbles.
Gold Hill - needs tlc all year round, at times has looked more like Green Hill than Gold Hill! proper maintenance of grass verges: in summer verges look like they are used for hay making!
Need to make more of old castle site - really could be a panoramic view of Vale and attraction if
managed properly and signposed correctly
Gold Hill and adjacent views.
Gold hill is a specific tourist destination and so special attention should be given to protect and
enhance this. Current issue with street lighting is a point in case.
Gold hill needs to be cleaned - it looks dreadful.
Gold Hill should be weeded regularly; last year a 70 year old lady who is a volunteer steward in
the museum spent the whole summer weeding it on a regular basis with, I'm pleased to report, the
unofficial cooperation of Dorset Waste Partnership workers. Is anything being done about the
valerian growing out of the back of the Town Hall?
Gold Hill, Melbury Hill
Gold Hill, Town Centre. Not enough is being done to stop plastic window invasion into old
buildings,
Gold Hill:
1.wall
2. street lights
Green Belt Areas
Green belt on North West slopes of A350.
Green spaces (fields) that reflect the rural nature of the area, particularly on the top of the hill
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120

122

Greenfield sites and woodland
Hard to answer Q28 because it depends what is meant by 'enhanced'. have answered in sense of
protect
Historic 'old town' areas - Bell Street, Angel Lane etc - minimising through traffic (HGV's),
appropriate historic lighting styles, safer pavements.

123
124

Historic town centre enhancement comment: Signage
Any specified area that is being used for a community project. Donkey green, homegrown,
allotment sites.
how does 28a to 28 if 28 says enhanced and 28 says protected.

125

I am a dog walker and want (most passionately) to have the accessible green spaces within and
immediately surrounding Shaftesbury to be retained/enhanced. We have just lost access to fields
in the vicinity of Wincombe Dairy.... they were well used (and respected) by dog walkers and this
loss is desperately sad.

121

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

135
136
137

I am not sure what Enhanced means.... If you mean start to meddle with then I have to say no.
The town is attractive, the open spaces are attractive and natural. I have not objection to planting
more trees etc. But we do not want to create ‘noddy’ land.
I am wary of the term 'enhanced'
I disagree with enhancement of the green areas as a whole, as the councils idea of enhance, is
usually ruin.
I don't see why areas need to be 'enhanced' Shaftesbury, at least the old historic par, is lovely as it
is, in my view
I don't trust "enhancement " but I want the town centre, park walk, castle hill green, castle hill all
to be protected
I don't understand Question 28, if you mean 'protected', then my answers still stand, otherwise my
answers don't apply.
I hope "enhanced" would mean well-managed natural landscape - not suburbanisation!
I quite like the existing character of 'The Slopes' surrounding Shaftesbury.
I would like to see the problem of dog fouling addressed in Shaftesbury as it affects all areas of
Shaftesbury and will get worse in future with all the additional housing.
if grass could go back to being cut more often once again, this would enhance the area. It would
be lovely if breach common could be cleared and footpaths re-instated as used to be beautiful
views from there and walks.
Improved signage to Gold Hill/Park Walk/Castle Hill & walks between the 3. Also access for
walkers to St James. Breach Common needs protecting/improving. St James could benefit from a
cable car.
improvements around the hard site of tesco
free parking near co op
In answer to Q28 - why would you say no to any?

138

St James Common needs focussed and organised work. Overgrown.

140
141

in strongly agreeing with q28 its vital that aspirations are high and the high street quality design
and ecological care is taken.
no cars parking in castle hill green and park walk.
It is more important to RESTORE those areas to their former state, not to ENHANCE, as they
don't need enhancing.
It needs a plan a strategy not these piecemeal approaches

142
143
144

It would be good to be able to see the views from behind Abbeyfield Med. Centre foot path - the
hedges are too high. When the new bungalows were built it was agreed that occupants should
keep hedges below waist high.
Just maintenance required on the areas listed in Q28
keep all historical building from new builds

139
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145
146

Keep the streets clean by having more bins, possibly even small recycle bins.
Keep the wooded top to Shaftesbury

147
148
149
150
151

Land between Half Moon and Cann boundary. This land is used by walkers and supports a large
number of wildlife species including deer, badgers, foxes, kites, owls, voles, rabbits and grass
snakes.
Leave Castle Hill as a green open space of natural beauty!! No Monument
Leave Castle Hill Green as an open space (NO rifles monument)
Leave Castle Hill Green well alone
leave enhancement alone - best left as it is

152
153
154
155
156

Letter supplied regarding 'Eastern Cycle' Route. A30 leaving East of Shaftesbury and passing by
the Donheads and on towards Salisbury is a fast narrow road that has increasing traffic including
heavy lorries. It is too dangerous for cyclists to use so anyone living this direction have no safe
way of cycling to Shaftesbury. Also thouse living in Shaftesbury have no safe way of heading out
to the countryside to the East towards Berwick St John, Alvediston and further.
Littledown adjacent to A350.
local footpaths and walks
local villages - no house building
Lower Blandford Road. We moved from The Maltings because everyday we'd open the curtains
and our lovely view was another house, so we don't want the same happening in our new home!

174
175

Maintainence of the wall and paths between the town (on the flat)and St James and Enmore
Green - Shooters Lane is a concern!
Maintainence of open views - no big trees on the slopes - traditionally grazed!
Maintenance of exiting features that make Shaftesbury what it is important
Park Walk/Castle Hill/Stoney Path/St James/Trinity
Melbury Abbas and Cann
More bins around (less rubbish blowing around) Shaftesbury looks really scruffy now.
more interpretation and circular walk to encourage visitors to explore.
More litter bins, designed to fit in with our historic setting, need to be placed around these areas.
They also need to be regularly emptied!
more rural footpaths created
Most of the areas listed are good so please leave alone
Much of the current town centre/castle hill/park do NOT need enhancing. JUST GOOD
EFFICIENT maintenance.
N/A
natural drainage
brownfield GF, AONB
NB. 'Enhanced' if it means cleaned up and made less shabby NOT petrifaction - or more notices.
No memorial in Castle Hill Green!!!
Re-design of Park Walk & Garden.
No more houses
No opinion.
No wind turbines/solar farms to be visible from Shaftesbury
None
Not to build homes on farmland but only on brownfield sites, and also keep new home must blend
in unlike the new homes on the A30 Salisbury Road.
Observation of ANOB and conservation rules.

176
177
178

One of the things that makes Shaftesbury such a lovely place to live is the abundance of green
space areas. These must be preserved at all cost. The improved footpaths in the Castle Hill area
are a good plus. Other foot/cycle paths in more outlying areas would continue/extend this, but
should not be overdone as the wild areas are also a special asset.
Other open green areas throughout Shaftesbury
Our green fields

157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
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179

181
182
183
184

Outdoor gym at Castle Hill (For the elderly - lots around there who will use it)
Outer areas of open space. Public footpaths not to be fenced in. Dogs to be able to be walked off
the lead.
Over park walk looking towards St James its a disgrace with long grass, weeds etc in summer
Gold Hill cobbles not looked after
Paint Guys marsh green to enhance the view from abbey walk!
Park opposite The Two Brewers Pub needs a toilet, very useful.
park walk

185
186

Park Walk could be made to look much nicer, gravelled or tarmac quality. Heritage style litter bins
& lighting, benches etc. The tennis court that used to be in the park below Park Walk ( see
plaques in park) should be restored for all to utilise. Cafe kiosk in garage at Castle Hill Green.
Park Walk Gardens

187

Park Walk to enhance the view
Park Walk is a lovely promanade for walking, cycling and to enjoy the view. However due to the
neglect of the slopes off this area the view is all but gone in the summer. The paths are awful and
there is bramble everywhethere

180

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203

Park Walk will cease to be a view point unless self seeded trees and scrub is cut back in St
James' park Also Castle Hill If you look at early post cards of Shaftesbury Castle Hill is clear of
vegetation, not like now overgrown & full of japanese knotweed
Pine Walk
Pine Walk
Pine walk
Protect the Shaftesbury green belt
Protect & preserve the few open spaces we've got.
Protect Dinah's Hollow, Melbury Abbas
Protect Historic Town Centre why do you thin it needs to be enhanced and how? The last attempt
to enhance Shaftesbury is still not complete and was not needed
Protect our green lands surrounding Shaftesbury.
Only build on derelict sites
Protect surrounding villages
Protect the area/land ear-marked for a eastern by pass to Shaftesbury
protect what we have - i see no further need to enhance many of the areas in q28.
Protection of existing green spaces and areas of outstanding natural beauty
Public footpath to be accessible - cleared in and around Shaftesbury for walkers
queen mothers garden
Queen Mothers Garden - any area which includes our beautiful natural views. Breach common,
St James Common.
Re Q.28: Castle Hill Green - 'Improve entrance'.

204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

Individual trees & woodland visually & ecologically important to town.
Generally upgrade & connect disparate areas to form a network of corridors, with core areas
(nodes/hubs) at strategic & historically important locations.
Recreational grounds on Wincombe Lane, in St James and Enmore Green. Secondary school
playing fields and primary school open space.
Remove hedge on Park Walk; Make sure the trees do not block the views from the tops of the
slopes.
Remove trees and undergrowth in St James Park and Slopes up to Park Walk
Reservation required essentially for the proposed bypass routes to be green space before and
after new road installation
Respect AONB, green belt, Tree Preservation Orders etc
Roundabout at Jnct of Tescos & Pound Lane full of horrible pvc advertising banners that look tatty.
Rural outlook beyond the 'Slopes'.
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see q28
212

213
214

215
216
217
218

i have reservations about enhancement because it can be mixed blessings and is very subjective.
Shaftesbury environs have managed to retain a breath taking legacy of beauty. Peppered with
struggling small farms, this is a landscape of major significance in Northern Europe. It is worth
looking after. BB's are part of the tourism network and visitors can spend a lot of money in the
area.
Shaftesbury should be protected generally from over-development
Shaftesbury's unique position and character as an ancient hill top town.
interesting signage when entering this area and good traffic management.
we already have many good cafes.
shooter lane - please preserve as a route up to town for walkers. - can it be maintained better. the
sides need shoring up.
St James
St James - parking is a problem

226

St James ????
French Mill Lane.
Park Walk, Pine Walk
Stoney Path.
St James Park, remove moss of the trees and scrub
St James St and Gold Hill (views to Win Green from A30) St James Park, Park Walk
St James st, Layton Lane through road is now a Rat Run - protect by closing through road and
bottom of Gold Hill
Stoney Path
strict adherence to conservation legislation
surrounding villages and country side
Surrounding villages should remain as small villages - not been seen as potential development
sites

227

Take out a contract with a contractor to hedge trim the common from Shaftesbury to Guys Marsh,
as no upkeep on common. Better use of St James park below and above Park Walk. Park Walk
should be used for some special events

219
220
221
222
223
224
225

228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

The "town enhancement scheme" spoiled the town in a number of ways. The pink paving chosen
was disastrously out of keeping with the town, and the erection of black metal posts outside the
Town Hall makes the area look like a film set for a 2nd rate Western, so leave well alone!
The above areas should be CONSERVED, not "enhanced" that means ruin, if the town
"enhancement " is anything to go by
The area to the north east of Wincombe Lane and north of A350 must be protected from housing
developments.
The areas on the outer skirts of Shaftesbury that supports diverse and vulnerable eco systems
The beautiful trees of Shaftesbury to be protected
The Blackmore Vale
the common land in enmore green.
The Commons - no additions unless totally in keeping with the area - more needed anyway.
the commons need more management - they have been overrun with Japanese knot weed and
Himalayan Balsam.
The development of castle hill path is a terrible municipalisation and has made a charming ,
natural old path into an eyesore
The entrance to the town from the north remains poor with industrial units on both sides of road
from top of hill. Good landscaping could make a big difference.
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239

240
241

242

243

244
245
246

The entry to Shaftesbury along the A30 from Salisbury and A350 from Warminster are being
spoiled by industrial "warehouse" style buildings. The new area to the south of A30 will
exacerbate this situation.
The existing grassed areas adjacent to the main roads around Shaftesbury should be taken over
by the town council from highways to ensure that they are maintained in a reasonable state. Up to
now they have been allowed to make the area look scruffy to passing traffic and local residents
The football club and the area around should be kept as green open space as we've already lost
fair field to Fair Lane and the Scout bonfire field to Mampitts Road new development
The grass verges and trees on the ring road (i.e. Christy's Lane) could be better managed. Also
the park (childrens) at the bottom of Park Walk (St James really could do with a big makeover. Its
a disgrace
The green area (site of outstanding natural beauty) at the bottom of the hill in Shaftesbury,
between Bimport Road and Enmore Green. The paths have been recently renovated and look
fantastic but the main pond is rather neglected and could benefit from weeding and vegetation cut
back.
The interpretation of 'enhancement' is crucial. Park Walk and the walks near the Old Castle are a
huge asset to both residents and visitors. Any 'enhancement' would need very careful assessment
of historical & natural considerations.
The little swimming pool in Barton Hill served children and families so well each summer. It is very
sad to see the inability to repair the roof and get this charming feature up and running again.
The one place town is known for - Gold Hill

255

The removal and rationalisation of unnecessary street signage. Dorset County Council produced
guidance eon this some years ago and yet we have a plethora of signage to the extent that we are
now witnessing tacky advertising placards on our roundabouts.
the slopes around the town need to be enhanced and protected.
The St James area which is currently choked by cars.
The town should enhance its historic look. Some of the current shops look out of place in the old
town look
The town should enhance its historic look. Some of the current shops look out of place in the old
town look
The traffic coming through Shaftesbury is killing the town. Build a bypass road to allow the town to
show off its natural beauty and encourage visitors. Shaftesbury is spoilt and looks terrible!!
The trees at the park in St James are too tall and block the view from Park Walk.
Trees are being put on open play parks leave space for play.
The view from Park Walk and on the other side
The Views looking out from Shaftesbury
No wind turbines, industrial areas or buildings out of keeping with surrounding countryside.

256

The 'western' slopes - Enmore Green is starting to have 'scope creep' - its a conservation area sometimes and sometimes not! Be clear about what is and isn't allowed, you ruined the view from
Castle Hill Green with Brickyard Farm Development. Trees still dont hide the panels after 2 years.

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

257
258
259
260
261
262
263

The wide verges to Warminster Rd, Christies Lane. The pump green at the bottom of the Knapp.
The cobbles in Gold Hill have been badly repaired and need putting right. The big wall in Gold Hill
needs vegetation removed (and the Town Hall)
The wilderness
The wilderness.
There are areas in and around the town that need constant T.L.C but need to be done by
professionals, not purely volunteers. They can assist though.
THERE SEEMS TO BE AN INCREASING LITTER PROBLEM IN SPITE OF THE WONDERFUL
WORK THE LITTER PICKERS DO
These areas are very important. They need to be protected and improved when necessary. I
suspect the Council's idea of "enhancement" might mean ugly or inappropriate tarting up.
The Slopes surrounding Shaftesbury: blossom trees planted.
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266
267
268
269
270
271

Think what 'enhancement' did for the town centre: killed some important shops (especially
Humphries) encouraged people to shop out of town. On this bases I feel 'enhancement' would be
fatal for this town.
This area is wonderful because it has not been messed about wit, please don't spoil it
Tidy up Gold Hill; get rid of moss and make completely cobbled. Tidy up Ambulance Station area
on Castle Green Hill
Too late - development has already destroyed "green" areas.
tout hill to breach common
Tout Hill, Gold Hill, St Johns Hill, Shooters Hill
Town centre/High St, Enmore Green, Gold Hill
Town roadside grass to be cut more often

272
273

Trinity gardens could be enhanced and used more.
pathways eg: shooters lane need enhancement/protection from erosion,
allotment in st james needs protection and enhancement.
all beech trees need protecting
Very wary after last 'enhancement'

264
265

274
275
276
277

278
279
280
281

View slots from town to surrounding country side eg: side of mitre (now lost). Top of shooters lane
by cranbornes now lost to overgrown behind derelict house. Both provided unexpected views of
surrounding countryside but now lost.
Views from Abbey Walk should be protected. Intensive sheep milking farm already impacting on
views
Views from Park Walk
Views from Park Walk & Castle Hill draw tourism to town along Shaftesbury Abbey
Views from park walk
Areas around present built area i.e end of Wincombe Lane - end of Mampitts Lane - area north of
Wincombe Ind Est so that Shaftesbury doesn't leech down to surrounding villages.
villages surrounding shaftesbury need to be protected
We live in an area of outstanding beauty - this must be preserved, together with the spectacular
views
We need to have better headgear and tree care many over grown blocking views and being at risk
in bad weather

289

We need to make sure Shaftesbury is kept clean and tidy. It is a beautiful town that needs to be
protected, but not treated like a museum. It should feel like a vibrant town that people are proud
to live in.. Make sure tourists enjoy their time in our very English landscape.
We thin the area is quite good at the moment
We were disgusted with the roundabouts and verges in Shaftesbury during 2014. Grass/weeds
and rubbish.
Western Slopes
What do you mean by 'enhanced'!
Given its low aesthetic standards of its planners - this could result in something worse.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY ENHANCED? TO MAINTAIN WELL WHAT WE HAVE AND FINE
THOSE WHO LET THEIR DOGS FOUL WOULD BE GOOD.
What do you mean by enhances?
AONB & woodlands
What is meant by 'enhanced'. If you mean 'protected' & maintained then yes as ticked- all of them.
Don't change them

290
291
292

When you say "enhanced" I mean "protected" all of areas in 28 are special + need to be left as
they are. Enhanced? Shouldn't need developing they are lovely as they are + all need to be
protected as character of ancient hilltop town
Wildlife should be protected
Wincombe Lane

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
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Q28a Historic Environments - Additional Areas to be Protected
293
294

With all the concern over the abbey ramparts on Gold Hill has anyone notice it is being
undermined by rodents (rats or even badgers) where the stones have been dislodged opposite no
7
woodlands and recreation grounds/parks
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